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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It has been recognized that problems resulting from advances due to
an over increasing technology give rise to a greater need for a program that
will meet the needs of different interests, abilities, ages, and financial
levels. This need has not always been accomplished by tangible efforts
toward complete satisfaction of the individual in the educational process.
Industrial Arts teachers today face one of the greatest problems in
human endeavor, and that is to build a desirable functional program in their
communities.
The foundation of a good Industrial Arts Program lies in the education
al philosophies of the administrator and faculty of any school. The interest
of both the administrator and faculty is an essential element in the develop
ment of a proposed program of Industrial Arts. Therefore, an Industrial
Arts Program is ineffective without the cooperation of the faculty.
To propose a program of Industrial Arts demands an aim and a desire
for better things, with better living conditions, better tools, machines
and utensils, better recreation and better social relationship.
It is believed by the writer that a program of Industrial Arts will
help the pupil learn through experimentation and constructive activities.
Children appear to have a need to learn about things through handling them,
inspecting them, and taking them apart undirected. This tendency frequently
manifests in destructive behavior. Under competent guidance this same
tendency may be channeled into constructive activity in an Industrial
Arts Shop."^"
-

Gordon 0. Wilber. Industrial Arts in General Education (Scranton,
Pennsylvania: International Textbook Company, 1950), p. 21.
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It has been noted that a child seems to have a basic need to feel
that he or she is growing toward a position of economic independence and
a place in the vocational scheme of things. A program of Industrial Arts
will impress upon the child that he is using the tools and processes of
industry.
Therefore, the writer believes an industrial arts program will be a
substantial contribution to the meeting of the hasic requirements of in
dividuals in industry.
Limitations of the Study. The writer hopes to integrate and coordinate
effectively in proposing a program of industrial arts.
The writer will attempt to show that through a well organized program
of industrial arts, many advantages are in store for students who par
ticipate in the program.
The writer will also propose a program in industrial arts for the
Dunbar High School of Mineral Wells, Texas. This program is proposed for
grades seven through twelve.
Definition of Terms. Industrial Arts is one of the "practical arts,"
a form of general or non-vocational education which provide learners with
experience, understanding and appreciation of materials, tools, processes
and products and of the vocational conditions and requirements incident
generally to the manufacturing and mechanical industries.
Community. The people who reside in one community and are subject
to the same laws, whether in a village, town or city.
Comprehensive (Composite) General Shop. The comprehensive general
shop may be defined as a type of organization which provides equipment
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and facilities for activities in two or more industrial areas.

Actually,

the number of areas represented may vary from two to as many as ten or more.
For example, a comprehensive general shop might include experiences in wood
working, drawing, metalwork, and electricity. A more extensive development
might include such additional areas as graphic arts, ceramics, textiles,
leatherwork, and transportation. The limiting factors are the equipment
and space available, and the intei-ests and abilities of the teacher.
This type of shop organization has been developed to meet the
exploratory needs of the pupils, especially in the one teacher situation.
It has also been used extensively as a beginning experience to be followed
by more intensive courses in limited general or unit shops. That the com
prehensive general shop is meeting a real need and is growing in favor is
indicated by the fact that more pupils are enrolled in this type of organiza
tion than in any other single industrial arts activity.
Limited General Shop. The limited general shop has many of the
features of the comprehensive type, but the activities and facilities are
limited to work with a single basic material such as metal or wood, or a
closely related group, or family of industries, such as the electrical in
dustries. An example in the general wood finishing, upholstery, wood carv
ing, wood turning, model making and pattern making.
This type of organization is becoming increasingly common in larger
cities where it is desired to give pupils the benefit of a truly exploratory
experience, but where the duplication of many comprehensive general shops
is impractical. Pupils are frequently rotated through several different
limited general shops.
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Unit Shop. The unit shop is usually limited to activities in a
single industrial occupation. Examples are machine shop practice, weld
ing, cabinet making, letter press printing, and sheet metal work. Such
organization is now found largely at the senior high school level where
there appears to be need for extensive specialization, or in large city
systems where by rotation through many different unit shops pupils may
approach the exploratory outcomes of the comprehensive, or limited general
shop.
Vocational Education. A program of education organized to prepare
the learner for entrance into a particular chosen vocation or to upgrade
employed workers: includes such divisions as trade and industrial education,
agricultural education, distributive education and home-economics education.
Industrial Arts. An area of education dealing with socioeconomic
problems and occupational opportunities, involving experiences of materials,
tools, processes, products and occupations typical of an industrial society.
Industrial Education. Formal and informal instruction and training
for workers in industries and manufacturersj education intended to prepare
technicians for employment in industry.
Program. An outline of contemplated procedures, courses and subjects
offered by a school over a given period of time (a semester or year). A
statement or description of the proposed instructional activity or a given
period of time especially the daily arrangement of the teacher-pupil
activities.
Gore Curriculum.

A group of activities planned in advance in

accordance with certain objectives to provide a common body of educative
experiences.
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Supplies. Articles or materials consumed in the course of use,
such as ink, pencils, electric light bulbs.
Equipment. Articles such as furniture, machinery and books that
are used without being consumed.
Certification. The act of designating persons whom public boards
of education may legally employ as teachers in public schools and of
issuing teaching certificates to these qualified persons.
Curriculum. A systematic group of courses or sequence of subjects,
required for graduation or certification in a major field of study. A
body of prescribed educative experiences under school supervision, de
signed to provide an individual with the best possible training and ex
periences to fit him for the society of which he is a part or to qualify
him for a trade or profession.^

1
Friese, John F. Course Making in Industrial Education (New York:
Charles A. Bennett Company, 1946), p. 7.

CHAPTER II
NEED FOR A STUDY OF THIS NATURE
The opportunity to explore has not diminished with the passing of
our frontiers. To teachers and students, frontiers in our complexed
industrial society are waiting to be explored. This is especially true
in the area of the junior high school industrial arts. But it takes
courage for the teacher and administrator to explore new concepts and
pursue action which they feel will meet the needs of the junior high
school students.
One of the essential challenges of our modern school is to offer
an adequate and effective proposed program of industrial arts to the
children of a highly developed and ever changing industrial society. A
program of industrial arts should be geared to fit the needs of the students
which it serves.
The needs for a proposed program can be listed as follows:
1. Establish policies and effects in a program of activities
which will make it possible for boys and girls of all socio-economic
levels to participate on equal terms.
2. Provide an understanding of modern industrial processes.
3. Provide general information which will lay a foundation
for the more specialized areas of industrial arts.
4. Recognize that the development of good citizens is the
point of responsibility of all teachers in conjunction with parents
and community agencies.
5. Provide the student with experiences which will lay a
foundation for an appreciation and sensitivity for aesthetic values.
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6. Establish a teacher-pupil relationship which will provide a
security for the pupil who feels markedly different by reasons of rapid
or retarded growth.
It is the task of the schools to supply the type of instruction
necessary so that the youth of today will not have his hands shackled in
relation to common life situations resulting from the development of the
machine age.

Adjustment to modern conditions of living demands the same

kind of knowledge that our forebearers gained through their hands.

But

that knowledge is no longer to be gained in the home. It has become, in
stead, one of the essentials of education in modern schools where complete
preparation for life is the ultimate objective.2
The writer believes a proposed program of industrial arts will
contribute directly on some areas of life adjustment. They are as
follows:
1. To assist in better choice and use of industrial products
and services.
2. To gain sympathetic attitudes toward others and their work.
3. To appreciate economic production by first hand experience
with industrial arts methods.
4. To try out individual interest inclinations and abilities
for industrial pursuits through typical experiences.
5. To make reliable studies of the conditions, demands, and
opportunities in related occupations.
6. To offer greater opportunities for commercial experiences
through outside productive plants. ^

1
Donald L. Lippold. Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1957), p. 39.

2

Louis V. Newkirk. The Industrial Arts Program (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 194-8), pp. 1-5.

3
''Donald T. Whitney. The Industrial Arts Program (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1942), p. 213.
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Not only are these objectives part of life's adjustment, but they
are achieved through handwork which affords an opportunity for a nonacademic learner, as well as adding spice and zest to the bookish student.
The majority of educators stress the fact that the child must be
developed physically, emotionally, and intellectually. In order that the
growth of an individual may be complete, all aspects of his nature must
be cultivated and developed. A student should understand his modern
industrial environment and the direct bearing it has on his economic,
social and cultural life.
Industrial arts gives training in industrial adaptability that is
most helpful to those who find it necessary to change their types of work
from time to time because of technological developments or changes in the
needs of society. For example, if an individual is familiar with the
fundamentals of working with wood, metals and plastics, it is simpler for
him to change from wood to plastics or plastics to metal than if his train
ing were with wood only.
The writer believes a proposed program of Industrial Arts will help
the student experience the pleasure of designing and executing projects in
a variety of media, to explore and determine his interest in order to choose
more intelligently in the elective area of the high school program, to
exercise and increase his skills and abilities and to develop problems
solving techniques.
Seven Cardinal Principles of Education. In this modern world, an
individual is not educated nor can he be successful, socially, morally,
economically, or occupationally by the simple process of storing the various
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compartments of his mind with information to be drawn out as needed.
Thinking needs to be more like and have characteristics of the "scientific
methods."

This means that all individuals must know how the techniques of

such mental processes and be given direct practice in developing their
own capacities in this direction to the utmost.
The Seven Cardinal. Principles are listed as follows:
1. A sound mind in a strong and healthy body.
2. A home life that is happy, unselfish, and democratic.
3. The ability to read and write, to think, study and act.
4. The knowledge and skill needed to earn a good living.
5. The use of free time for worothy activities and pleasure.
6. An informed citizenship dedicated to the common goods.
7. Fine spiritual character that is trusted and admired.
The seven objectives in the Cardinal Principles of secondary education,
but chiefly the fourth, may serve as a starting point for a basis of in
dustrial arts in the junior and senior high school and for industrial
education in vocational schools. The fourth of these objectives, vocation,
has a three-fold significance, for it calls for occupational exploration
for guidance, vocational education, and a study of the problem of in
dustrial workers. Skill was the first basis of aims to be recognized.
Information and appreciation appeared next in both vocational industrial
and industrial arts education. ^
i
J. B. Edmondson, The Administration of the Modern Secondary School
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1953), pp. 31-60.

CHAPTER III
THE PRESENT PROGRAM OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS AT DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL
The faculty members of Dunbar High School work together in curriculum
development and the improvement of the school program. These functions are
divided into six course departmental committees to plan the grade-level and
other phases of the school program. These groups enlist pupil, parents and
lay citizens to work with them. The chairman of these grade-level committees
make up a central all school committee for coordinating the work. The
principal serves as consultant to the grade-level committees, and as a
chairman of the coordinating committee. These groups meet during and after
the school day, with their findings memographed as "unit leads for curriculum
development classes to use as they cooperatively build their units of learn
ing."
The framework of the curriculum in the Dunbar High School has a broad
base on the ninth-and-tenth grade levels with provisions for only one
elective outside the core. It tapers off in the eleventh and twelfth
grades to permit more electives in the specialized or vocational (in
cluding college - preparatory) fields.
Although the learning fields of the core program retain the tradition
al labels, the content and methods have been greatly modified in accordance
with three main principles:
1*
broadening principle has been applied to replace academic
content with activities of high grade daily living.
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2. The integrating principle has been used to form broad learning
fields by drawing important elements from related subjects.
3. The learn-bv-1iving principle insures that the activities are
lived rather than merely studied academically. All units of learning
involve performance of important activities of living in school, home
and community, under the guidance of teachers, parents, and key citizens.
The core program in Dunbar High School occupies more than half of
the student's class time. Through wise guidance, the sequence necessary
for graduation, college entrance, and business employability is provided
outside this program.
According to the Principal, Wheeler Hardeway, the core program is
carried on in the following manners curriculum classroom - the pupils
are taken in the core partnership with leaders and teachers respecting
the nature and purposes as well, as the content of the curriculum. While
no set pattern is followed, a way often used is for teacher and class to
examine, before beginning a new unit of learning, the main purposes of
education and school work. It is remarkable how effectively pupils, with
understanding and guidance think this out. At first pupil will say,
"to get a better job," another will offer, "to get along better with
others," and still others, "to have better health," "to spend time better,"
and "to talk and write better."

When led to attempt a generalization on

these specifics, they eventually arrive at such conclusions, as "we go
to school to live better."
The teacher may next lead the pupil to consider the main purpose of
the learning field in which the class is working.
In English and Industrial Arts with what phase of the better life
does it deal/

Through patient guidance of discussion, they arrive at
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communication as a main purpose. By recalling units carried out during
past semesters and discussing what important things ought still to be done,
the pupil, with the teacher's easy guidance approach the unit that ought
next to be done.

Once the class arrives at the particular unit to be done,

it considers the nature of the enterprise, the reasons why it should be
done, and the way it should be done, the "what," the "why," and the "how,"
this process may take days or even weeks but it is absolutely necessary to
intelligent learning. In the work stage of the unit, small groups and
individuals engage in various activities which utilize the varied ways
of learning, such as observing, dramatizing, constructing, discussing,
viewing, in addition to reading and writing. They find it necessary to
stop from time to time to take stock of the progress of the unit as a
whole and the contribution of their own activities that progress. The
pupils culminate the unit, under teacher guidance, by synthesizing the
findings of the various groups, and by carrying out these learnings in
their daily living in school, home and community.
The faculty of Dunbar High School consist of eleven members; nine
with bachelor degrees, and two with master degrees with wide range of
teaching experiences.
The Dunbar High School consists of three hundred students. There
are two-hundred forty-five students in the elementary department, and
fifty-five in the secondary department.
In the present program, woodworking is the only course offered
in the industrial arts department.
The woodworking course is planned primarily to give the high
school students training in woodworking.
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The objectives of this course are as follows:
1. To develop skills in the use of common tools. (For more worthy
home membership, a vocational purpose, and general preliminary
training).
2. To afford industrial information and social intelligence.
(For a better understanding of materials and processes of
manufacture, economic necessity and social usefulness of
skillful labor, and conditions and problems of industrial
employment),
3. To foster appreciation of good materials and workmanship.
(For intelligent and discriminating selection of manu
factured products for home and business consumption and
proper valuation of substantial and beautiful construction
in the environment).
4. To further intelligent choices of life occupations. (For
wider knowledge of the requirements of industrial jobs and
positions, for better understanding of individual abilities
and capacities, and for consciousness of the desirability
of these two success factors being considered together).
5. To inculate worthy personal traits and attitudes. (For
the building of habits of industry, initiative, resourcefulness,
independence, exactness, economy and cooperativeness).
6. To provide a measure of specific occupational training.
(For advantage entrance upon and progress in suitable lines
of work, new conditions point to early assumption of the
responsibilities of earning a living).
The Industrial Arts Shop is entirely separated from the main academic
classroom. This is unsatisfactory. The frequent change of classes after
each period maJkes the going from one building to another a matter of serious
movement, especially during winter months.
Shop work has won its place well in the school and it is encouraging
to note an increasing tendency on the part of the community to place the
1
John F. Friese. Course Faking in Industrial Education (New York:
Charles A. Bennett Company, 1946), p. 93.
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shop is an environment calculated to create a feeling of respect, to give
dignity equal to that of other school subjects and to provide favorable
conditions for the best working of materials.
In the seventh grade the study of tools and processes occupies the
pupil's time fully. In the eight grade opportunity offers itself by in
troducing such subjects as wood structure, tree growth, lumbering and
milling. In high school, the pupils are made familiar with the most common
woods, their classification, characteristics and uses.
High school pupils are assigned outside readings on forestry.
There are four courses in wood-working beginning with the simplest
finishes first and then terminating in high school in the rubbed copal
varnishes.
The shop is equipped with the following machines and furnitures
Equipment
Jig Saw
Table Saw
Floor Type Lathes
Eight inch Jointer
Band Saw
Four pupil benches
Woodworking vices
Teacher's Desk
Machinist Vice
Four drawer Metal File
Reference Table
Grinders
Drill Press

Quantity
2
1
1
1
1
3
32
1
1
1
1
1
1

It has been a general rule that all shop classes in the Dunbar High
School last for forty-five minutes. This time is insufficient for shop
work. It is felt that the students need at least sixty minutes with at
least fifty-five minutes working time.
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The shop facilities will accommodate twenty-four students including
materials and supplies.
The economic status of pupils in the Dunbar High School is moderate.
These pupils are from homes where the parents appear to be financially able
to pay for the materials used in projects. Exceptions are made of this rule
where it is known that parents are not able to pay for materials. This is
taken care of by having them make projects for the school.
The purchase of equipment is one problem confronted by the Industrial
Arts Department of Dunbar High School.
Quite often it is necessary to purchase used machinery, because of
the shortage of funds.
There are two present dangers in buying used equipment or machinery.
They are: (l) the price asked is usually far more than the machinery is worthj
and (2) the machinery is often defective and will soon become worthless.

CHAPTER IV
A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS
FOR GRADES SEVEN THROUGH TWELVE IN THE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL
The proposed program of Industrial Arts includes the basic areas of wood
work, metalwork and drawing.

Although the Industrial Arts content is basically

for purpose of general education, it is felt that the areas of Industrial Arts
proposed by the writer are closely related to the needs of the Mineral Wells
Community.
It is felt that the following should be the objectives of the reconstructed
Industrial Arts Program at the Dunbar High School:
1. Self expression through planning and building useful projects
with tools and materials typical to modern industry.
2. Exploring aptitudes and interest in industrial work.
3. An understanding of industry, its workers and processes.
Reading and making working drawing of personal use.
5. Choosing wisely the industrial products that are needed for
modern industry.
6. Adjusting and making minor repairs on the industrial products
used around the home and community.
7. Providing craft experiences suitable for hobby interest.
8. Give social experience that will develop understanding and
ability to work effectively with others.
A. Woodwork. The objectives of the woodworking area in the proposed
program are as follows:
1. To develop the student's ability to make an involved working
drawing in the field of woodwork.
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2. To develop further the student's ability in selecting, specify
ing, ordering and checking wood and wood products.
3. To develop the student's ability to use the common woodworking
tools and machines and service them.
4. To develop further the student's safety in using the common
tools and machines.
5. To provide woodworking experiences in several broad fields of
woodwork.
6. To develop further the student's ability to recognize the common
woods, their characteristics and uses in industry.
7. To provide for specialization by those students who have definite
vocational ambitions in the field of woodwork.
8. To provide vocational choices for those students who seek
vocations in the field of woodwork.
9. To provide an opportunity for creative expression.
10. To teach the observance of rules of health and safety as related
to woodworking and industry in general.
11. To develop patterns for problem solving.
12. To develop appreciation of good design, materials and workman
ship as related to woodworking.
13. To provide a knowledge of materials and processes related to \JOod.
Listed on the following pages are classifications, arrangements of course
offerings, and suggested tools and equipment for the woodwork area, grades
seven through twelve.
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CLASSIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF COURSE OFFERING
FOR GRADES: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, AND 12
WOODWORK - GRADE 711
TIME:

2l/2 hours per week - 1 week

GROUP I:

Squaring up Mill-planned Stock. (No definite dimensions but
to be square and as large as the stock will allow).

PROCESS

TOOLS

PROJECTS

Edge Planning Test
ing for uniformity of
width.
End planning.

J ack-plane
Try-square
(Block-plane)

Cutting-board

Square up mill-planned stock (definite dimensions)
Surface smoothing
Gaging
Measuring
Lining
Back-sawing
(parallel to
line)
Boring
Chamfering

(Smooth-plane)
Marking-gage
Rule
Knife
Back-saw
Brace-and-bit
Pencil-gage

Squaring up rough stock
Surfacing leveling,
®tc*
^
Crosscut-sawing
Rip-sawing
Sandpapering

Time:

3 weeks

Counting board
Hat-rack
Key-rack

Time: 4- weeks
Straight-edge
Winding
Sticks
Crosscut-saw
Rip-saw

Ring-toss
Spool-holder
Game-board
Laundry
Register
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GRADE VIII
GROUP VII.

Groove Joints - Wood Finishing

TIME:

2 1/2 hours per week - 12 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Exercise
Chiseling gro
ves sawing to
fit.
Fitting parts
Applications

Chisel
Mallet

Exercise piece
Book-rack
Necktie-rack
Magazine-rack
Foot-stool
Wall-rack
Wall-shelf
Desk-shelves
Square taboret
Stool

Cross-lap Joint
Exercise-crosslap joint
Applications

Time: 12 weeks
Glue
Hand Clamps

Exercise piece
Book-trough
Cluster drop-light
Desk-light
Calender-mount
Hall-rack
Picture-frame
Octagonal taboret
Plate-rack
Pedestal
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GROUP VII. The essential points in whetting plane iron or chisel
TIME:

1 week

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Sharp, clean tools,
care of bench top,
care of tools not in
immediate use.

Saw, hammer, nails
jig saw, a cull,
oil and rags to
clean shop tools.

Polish box, knife box,
bird box, nail box,
broom holder,
bench hook.

GROUP VIII.

The unit of measure in woodwork

Rules and their
marking. Dividing
a piece of lumber
into any number of
parts, the try square,
sliding and scraping
with the try square.

Drawing equipment
square, rules,
spirit level,
marking guages

Completion of any
finished work of last
lesson.
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TIME:

2 weeks

GROUP VI: Joinery

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Sawing joints in
hardwood * In soft
wood; Knife vs Pencil
in laying out; Visualiz
ing. Fitting parts together
The essential points in
Figuring cost

Hand saw,
material, square,
a pencil, and a
knife

Finish unfinished
stock bills made in
the last group.

GROUP VII:

Laying out and working with a cylinder

Laying out a cylinder with
a steel square.
Modeling in woodwork.
Working with a hammer
handle

Drawing equipment
Paper, pencil, ink
and woodworking material

Time: 2 weeks
Make a dimensioned
working drawing of
the project designed
in group V. Rapid
workers make a full
size pattern of the
desired part and fill
in decorative design.

GROUP VIII: The essential points in structural and decorative design of some
project involving groove or crosslap joint or both elected by the
class or assigned by the instructor.
TIME:
3 weeks
Each boy makes three
modifications in
outline and decorations
or project elected by the
class or assigned by the
instructor.

Drawing equipment;
paper, pencil and
ink.

(Book rack, etc.)
Rapid workers will
finish any unfinished
work.
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HIGH SCHOOL
NINE THROUGH TWELVE GRADES
GROUP IX. Joinery - Board and Framed Structures (Accompanied by mechanical
drawing, 3
hour per day)

A

TIME:

11/2 hours per day - 18 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Exercise
Mortise-and-tennon,
keyed, blind,
Miter
Modeling
Glue joint
Applications

Jointer
Smooth
Plane and full
Tool set individual
Edge tools, irons
and chisels, if
possible band-saw
Jig-saw

India stool
Umbrella-stand
Taborets
Arm-chair
(simplified)
Leg-rest
Magazine-stand
Small tables
Book-trough
Piano-bench
Foot-stool
Telephone-stand
and seat, etc.

GROUP X:
TIME:

Benchwork in Metalwork and design 3A
hours per day - 18 weeks
Cabinet-Making. Paneled Structures (Optional and on par with
other advanced courses in shopwork)
36 weeks

Exercises
Drawer
Construction
Door Construction
Hinging
Locking
Applications

Combination plane
Band-saw
Circular-saw
Jointer,
Machine
Planer, machine
Shaper
Jig-saw

Music-cabinet
Chafing-dish stand
Desks, Tables
Book-cases
Chest, Screens
Clock
Shaving-stand
Beds, Settee
Porch-swing
Dressers, etc.

NOTE: Freshmen boys will be divided into two divisions.
The first will take joinery the first semester, and
second division will take sheet metal work. The
second division will exchange shops.
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GROUP VI: Joinery
TIME:

2 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Sawing jointer in
hardwood. In soft
wood. Knife vs.
Pencil in laying out
visualizing.
Fitting parts together.
The essential points in
figuring cost.

Hand saw, material,
square, a pencil,
and a knife

Finish unfinished stock
bills, made in the last
group.

GROUP VII:

Laying out and working with a cylinder

TIME:

2 weeks

Laying out a cylinder
wHh a steel square.
Molding in woodwork
Working with a hammer
handle

Drawing equipment,
paper, pencil, ink
and woodworking
materials

Make a dimensioned
working drawing of
the project designed
in group V. Rapid
workers make a full
size pattern of the
designed part and
fill in decorative
design.

GROUP VIII: The essential points in structural and decorative design
of some projects involving groove or crosslap joint or
both elected by the class or assigned by the instructor
TIME:

3 weeks

Each bag makes
three modifications

Drawing equipment

Book rack, etc.
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GROUP IV:

Working Curves

TIME:

3 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Getting out stock
Curve sawing
First use of chisel
Spokeshaving

Steel-square
Turning-saw
Chisel
Spokeshave

Sleeve-board
Bread-board
Cake-board
Scouring-board
Coat-hanger

Fastening with nails and screws - duplicate parts
Time:
Duplicate parts
Nailing
Setting-nails
Fastening with
screws

6 weeks
Hammer
Nailset
Screwdriver

Appreciation in design.
Time:
Structural design
Decorative design
Outlining
Staining
Waxing

Nail-box
Polishing-box
Knife-box
Bird-box
Broom-holder
Bench-hook
Structural decorative

Remainder of school year
Stains
Brushes
Wax

Table-mats
Therometer—back
Calender-back
Letter-holder
Bill-file
Handkerchief-box
Glove-box
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General Tools for Twenty-four Pupils in Woodworking
Tools
Nail sets pointed
Try squares, Stanley no. 12, 12"
Turning saws and frames, 18"
Spokespaves, Stanley no. 151, nut adjusted
Three Gouges, 1" No. 8, outside bevel
Rachet Braces, burker No. 33, 8"
Plain Braces, baber 13, 8"
Crosscut saws, disston No. D8, 24"
Plain Jointers, 22" bailey No. 7
Rose Head Countersinker, buck brothers
Screw driver bits
Wing dividers
Pencil compasses, No. 576, eagle
Screw drivers, 4" blade, fluted handle, Stanley No. 20
Expansion bit, Jennings No. 71
Auger bit, 1" R. J.
Auger bit, l/2"
Dowel, 3/8"
Dowel, l/4"
Dowel, 3/16"
Automatic hand drill
Dowel Pointers
T-bevel, Stanley No. 18, 1"
Monkey wrench, cass 8"
Pair of combination pliers
Combination India Oilstonses
Oil can l/4"
Hand screws, Jorgen, No. 1
Steel bar clamps
Set steel figures
Steel framing square
Shelac can
Electric glue heater, G.E. No. 153502
Individual plain iron
Coping saws with blades
Brad Awls, Stanley No. 17
Scribe Awls, Stanley No. 6
Summary
Benches (Sheldon Burlington)
Demonstration Bench (Sheldon Silouxlity metal)
Set of tools

Vfc* V. *, Banks Library
Via* k. k V. Callage
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Machinery. For the highest type of work the following machines should
be placed at the disposal of the first and second year high school class:
Oil Stone Grinder
Scrool or Jig Saw
Band-Saw
Wood Lathes
These machines should have proper safety devices and should be placed
where they will be under the immediate observation of the instructor.
Machines for woodworking vary so greatly in price and desirability that it
is not wise planning to specify any particular make. From six to eight
lathes will be necessary if any turning is to be done by the class as a
wholej thus allowing from one-third to one-fourth of the class to be accommod
ated on turning the various members of the class alternating according to
fixed schedule. This will allow a sufficiently large proportion of the
year for complete instructions in wood turning.
In second year there should be placed at the disposal of the students
the following machines in addition to those specified for the first and
second year's work:
Circular-Saw
Machine Jointer
Planner
Boring Machine
Mortiser
Trimmer
It is possible to arrange these machines so that the circular-saw
and planner may be used in cutting out stock for other classes. The floor
plan given contemplates such use.
Metalworking. The objective of the metalworking area in the proposed
program are as follows:
1. To develop the ability to plan and complete projects,
using a variety of tools and construction materials
in a workmanlike manner.
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2. Develop the ability to recognize quality and design in
products of industry.
3. Develop the ability to maintain and service in a safe
manner the common products of industry.
4. To develop an appreciation for welding and sheet metal
as they relate to industry.
5. To develop speed in using metal working equipment.
Listed on the following pages are classifications, arrangement of
course offerings, and suggested tools and equipment for the metalworking
area, grades ten through twelve.
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Metalwork
II. Sheet Metal
Time: 1 hour per day - 18 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Applying a pattern
to metal

Scratch awl for
tracing the design,
a drill or solid
punch for making the
hole and a file for
smoothing the rough
edges

A key tag

GROUP II

Using curved and
straight tinner
snips

Tinner snips,
cold chisel,
a punch and a
vice

A closet rod holder

GROUP III

How to make an
angle iron

Hack saw, cold
chisel, center
punch, screw driver
and a drill

Straight plate corner
plate. T-plate angle
iron corner brace
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Metal Working
Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth Grades
I. Welding
Time: 2 l/2 hours per day - 36 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Forge welding,
gas welding, electric
arc welding.

Electric arc
Welding machine
Welding rods and
a hood

Flat beads, vertical
beeds, horizontal
beads. Striking
an arc.

GROUP II
Electric and gas
welding equipment
Safety

Electric arc welding
machine, gas units
and their parts, weld
ing rods

Practice

GROUP III
Welding gasses,
safe practices in
welding and welding
terms

Oxyacetylene unit

Adjusting oxyacetylene
unit and lighting the
torch. The use of
each flame. Chemical
reactions in the
oxyacetylene flames

GROUP IV
Procedures in arc welding machines

Arc welding
machine

Beads, rods, practice

GROUP V
Welding procedures
in gas

Oxyacetylene unit

Oxygene cutting,
brazing, soldering,
welding joints, welding
of commercial metal
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GROUP III.

Mending plates for broken furniture

TIME:

2 weeks

TOOLS

PROCESSES

A hack saw, cold
Cut a piece of scrap
chisel, center
iron 3 l/2" long, with
punch, screw
the back saw. Draw the
driver and a
center lines on the
the
vice,
metal, and mark
location of the holder
with a center punch.
Drill holes. These
holes should be large
enough so that the
shank of the screws will
fit into them. The size
of 1/2" suggested.
Countersink these holes
with a large drill. This
is done to allow the head
of a flat headed screw to
sink below the surface of
the metal. Smooth the
surface with a file and emerge
cloth. Bend the iron to right
angles

GROUP V.

How to make a can skoop

Design the tin can skoop.
Wrap the paper around
the can to make a template,
trace the pattern on the
tin canj cut the skoop with
a pair of tinner's snips.

SUGGESTED PROJECTS
Angle iron table

Time:

A pair of tinner snips,
scratch awl, a half
round file, a rule,
a mallet and solder
ing equipment

1 week

Tin can skoop
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GROUP IV.

How to make a garden trowel

TIME:

6 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Make a cardboard temp
late for the blade of
the trowel. Transfer
the design to metal and
cut out the blade,
smooth the edges with
a file, drill holes
for attaching the blade,
shape the blade over
the head of a mallet
or around a piece of
iron. Shape iron bar
for the tag on end
should be flattened
with the hammer, the
tag may be bent to
shape by placing the
bar in a vice and
bending it by hand,
the other end should
be hammered square and
pointed to receive the
wooden handle. Mark
and drill holes. Rivet
the handle in place and
make the wood part of
the handle from an old
broom stick.

The regular sheet
metal tools,
especially the
file; cold chisel,
hack saw and hammer,
drill rivets sets
and a center punch.

A garden trowel.

Group V.

A piece of heavy
sheet metal about
l/l6" thick, also
a piece of round
iron about 7" long
and 1/4." in diameter.

To make a cutter (heart shaped cookie.

Make a full sized
drawing of the cutter
desired. Shape the
sides of the cutter,
use an iron pipe or
a piece of sheet metal
clamped in a vice.

Soldering equip
ment tinner,
scratch awl and
a rule. One
piece of tin
plato 3/A" wide
long enough,

Time: 6 weeks

Heart shaped cookie
cutter
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Group V Continued: How to make a cutter

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Most of the bending can
to form the shape
be done with the hands.
desired allowing
Solder the ends together
for l/4" lap.
forming a lap joint, with
One piece of tin
l/4" lap. Care should be
plate for the top
taken that a good joint
and another for
is made. Punch a l/2" hole
the handle,
in the center of the top.
Solder the top to the cutter.
First, tack the cutter to the
top with solder in several
places. Then run the solder
all the way around with solder
ing cooper. Trim the top to
shape with tinner shears.
Lay out the design for the
handle.
The length of the metal should
be about 11/2 times the dis
tance between the two spaces
where it is to be fastened to
the top. Cut off the handle
with tinner snips. Fold a
3/16" hem. Shape the handle,
then solder the handle in
place.
Group VI.

To solder a lap stam

Be sure the surfaces
to be soldered are clean.
Apply paste flux where the
solder is suppose to stick
in the soldering copper.
Hold the copper solder flat
on seam, and the solder will
run between the two pieces
of metal. Move the copper
slowly allowing it to melt
the solder so thin that it
will run like water.

Time: 1 week

Soldering equipment,
knife, steel wool
and scrap metal.

A lap seam.
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Group VII.

To make a screen hook

Time:

1 week

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

PROCESSES

TOOLS

Bend the hook to shape
Use a piece of wire
much longer than actually
needed for the hook in
order to have the ends
for bending.
Drill tilot holes in the
door and door frames for
attaching. If staples
are used instead of screw
eyes this is not necessary0

Usually a pair of
A screen door hook
wire cutting pliers
and a hammer.
However, a vice and
a small iron rod for
shaping the hook will
be found useful.

METAL WORK
For Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth Grade Students
GROUP I.

Sheetmetal — How to make a key tag

TIME:

2 hours per day - 12 weeks per semester

Cutting a paper pattern.
Design drawn on folded
paper cutting the template
with sheers

Scratch awl for
tracing the design,
trainers snips for
writing the tag to
shape a drill or
solid punch for
making the holes
and a file for
smoothing the
rough edges

Key tag practice markings
may be put on the tags
with various kinds of
punches, or by a process
known as etching.

3U

GROUP II.

Closet rod holders

TIME:

Three weeks

Make a working
drawing of the
closet rod holder.
Then fold the paper
template for cutting.
Put the paper drawing
on the metal then draft
on the metal. Out the
metal to shape with
tinner's snips the
cold chisel, and punch.
Bend the ears to right
angles. Forming the
curve.

A pair of tinner's
Closet rod holder
snips, a cold chisel
a solid punch vice
and a punch, a piece
of sheet metal large
enough for two holders
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General Tools for Twenty-four Students in Metal Working
Equipment
Straight snips, No. 8
Curved snips
Set of grooving tools
Cutting snippers
Riveting hammer
Farring hammer
Scratch awl
Set of hollow punches
Set of solid punches
Cold Chisels (assorted sizes)
Mallots
Dividers, 8"
Circumference rule
Screw driver, No. 35
Steel square, 18" x 24"
Steel square, 12" x 18"
Pliers, 8"
Monkey-wrench
Stillson wrench
Gas furnaces
Soldering copper, 6 lb.
Files (assorted sizes)
Set of rivet sets
Breakhorn stake, No. 2
Blowhorn stake
Needle case stake
Hatchet stake, No. 5
Hollow Mandrell, No. 0
Bar folder
Forming roll
Wiring machine
Bread machine
Turning machine
Lights and Ventilation.

Quantity

1

12
6
4
4
6
5
2
2
2
6
8
8
3
12
2
2
12
1
1
6
6
4
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

One of the most important considerations

in shop planning is that of proper and adequate lighting. By proper lighting
is meant the provision of well diffused light which eliminates both shadows
on or near work surfaces and glare on or near work surfaces or glare any
where in ohe line of vision of the worker. Glare may come either from an
improperly placed source of light or from a reflecting surface.
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Drawing. The objectives of the Drawing Area in the proposed program
are as follows:
1. To provide students with a knowledge of drawing tools, process
and materials, which are utilized in the production and con
sumption of industrial products.
2»

To provide students with opportunities which will help them
to discover individual interest and aptitudes for living and
working in a technological age.

3. The first unit dealing with introduction to drawing, consists
of a pupil teacher discussion of the relationship of drawing
to present day living, and of the way drawing can be useful
to people in virtually all occupations.
4-. To develop skills in the use of common tools (for more worthy
home membership, a vocational purpose, and general preliminary
training).
5. To afford industrial information and social intelligence. (For
a better understanding of materials and processes of manufacture,
economic necessity and social usefulness of skillful labor,
and conditions and problems of industrial employment).
6. To further intelligent choices of life occupations. (For
wider knowledge of the requirements of industrial jobs and
positions, for better understanding of individual abilities
and capacities, and for consciousness of the desirability
of these two success factors being considered together).
7. To inculate worthy personal traits and attitudes. (For the
building of habits of industry, initiative, resourcefulness,
independence, exactness, economy and cooperativeness).
8. To provide a measure of specific occupational training.
(For advantage entrance upon and progress in suitable
lines of vrork, new conditions point to early assumption
of the responsibilities of earning a living).
Listed on the following pages are classifications, arrangement of
course offerings, and suggested tools and equipment for the drawing area,
grades seven through twelve.
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Mechanical Drawing, Grades Seventh and Eighth
GROUP I.

Principles of drawing

TIME:

2 1/2 hours per week - 3 weeks

PROCESSES
Straight lines, angles
and lettering.
Sharpening a pencil,
sandpaper.

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Drawing-boards
IS" x 24" basswood, each Tsquare, 24" plain
blade, fixed head,
each 45° triangle,
each 30° - 60°
triangle, 10" each.
Desk stool, 24"
rubber tipped each.

Cutting a board to a
given line.

GROUP II. The essential points in making a working drawing
TIME:
3 weeks
Working drawing
perspective drawing.
Drawing instruments
kinds of lines, angles
defined. How measured?

T-square
Pencil
Paper
Drawing board
Desk

Cutting a board to a
given line and squaring
a board.

GROUP III. Figuring on the drawing vs. size of drawing
TIME:
4 weeks
Projection and relation
of views. Determining
the size and spacing;
blocking out vertically;
horizontally; dimensioning;
lettering, inking if not to
be inked.

Drawing board,
T-square,
Triangles, draw
ing instruments
Pencil and
Paper and ink.

Counting board
Key-rack, and a
hat rack.
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Mechanical Drawing, Grades Ninth and Tenth
The Plan of the Year's Work
GROUP I.
Mechanical drawing, 18 weeks. Group I, straight lines, Group II,
circles, Group III, tangents, Group IV, planes of projections, Group V,
fteview, Group VI, first choice dado groups of woodwork drawing, Group VII,
cross lap joint completion of any unfinished drawings and making stock
bills, Group VIII, figuring stock bills, Group IX, decorative design
(woodwork and metals the rest of the vear. Two groups, exercise and
applications using drawings just made). Along with this, information
concerning lumbering and metals.

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Group 1', The essential points in making a working drawing.
Time:

3 weeks

Border and cutting lines
Drawing equipment
spacing the views, dimensions, lettering final lines.
Projection and relation of
views.

House numbers,
Rapid workers exchange problems and
solve as time follows.

Group II: The essential points in making a drawing
Time:

4 weeks

Center lines, circles
cross sections dimen
sioning circles.

Drawing equipment
saw, hammer and
nails.

Bird house
Nail box
Broom holder
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GROUP III.

The conventions. Seven kinds of lines; how they are
made and their meaning.

TIME:

3 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

The
The
The
The

Drawing boards, 18"
x 24" basswood, each
T-square 24" plain
blade, fixed head
45° triangle, 8"
each 30° - 60°
triangle, 10" each,
desk stool, 24"
rubber tipped each.

Ring toss, game board
laundry-register spool
holder, hidden edges.
Complete drawing for
woodwork, group II.
Make drawing for
Group III. Rapid
workers make other
drawings in Group III.

hexagon.
six pointed star.
octagon.
ellipse.

GROUP IV.

Center and section lines, cross sections, tangents, points
of tangency dimensioning.

THE:

4 weeks

Instruments, their
uses, scale drawing.
Seven kinds of lines.
The freehand part of
mechanical drawing.
Broken view, order
of procedure in making
a mechanical drawing,
spacing of letters
and figures

Drawing board
T-square, 24" plain
blade, fixed head,
45° triangle, 8" each
30° - 60° triangle
10" each. Desk
stool, 24" rubber
tipped each.

GROUP V.

Care of shop tools and materials

TIME:

2 weeks

Grinding tools, why
move a tool across the
stone; why use water
on a stone. The effect
of frequent change angle

Grinding stone
and drawing equipment

Ring toss, spool holder,
game board, cake board
coat hanger, bread board

Complete drawings for
woodwork, Group V.
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GROUP VI.
PROCESSES"

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Inking continued.
Circles, tangents

as stated
previously

Ring toss, spool holder,
game board, laundry
registrar, coat hanger,
bread box

as stated
previously

Sleeve board, scouring
boards

Drawing equipment
paper and pencil

Nail box, knife polishing
box, knife and fork,
bird house, broom holder

Drawing equipment,
paper and pencil

Grosslap joint, hall
rack, mirror frame,
china ware rack,
geometric sheet,
drawing.

Drawing equipment,
paper and pencil

Finish up all projects
in drawing.
Final examinations

GROUP VII.
Inking Continued
Views
GROUP VIII.
Revolution of
soils

GROUP IX.
Development of
cylinders and cones

GROUP X.
Intersection

a
Mechanical Drawing
Eleventh and Twelfth Grade Students
GROUP I.

Freehand Drawing and Design

TIME:

3 3/4- hours - 3/4- hour per day, for 18 weeks

PROCESSES

TOOLS

SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Lettering

Drawing board,
T-square, pencil,
sandpaper, art
gum, erasure and
a rule.

Suggestive treatments
for a foot stool

Drawing board,
T-squsxe, 4-5°
Triangle, 30°
to 60° triangle,
thumb tacks,
envelope for
holding drawing,
2H pencils

Introductory drawing
sheet

Same as above

Same as above

Paper, rule and
a pencil

Bills of material

Drawing equipment,
ink and paper

Key rack, coat and hat
rack, cutting board

GROUP II.
Working drawings

GROUP III.
Working drawings
continued
GROUP IV.
Stock bills materials
cost figured
GROUP V.
Inking straight
lines
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Equipment for Junior and Senior School Mechanical Drawing
The writer proposes a special room for teaching junior and senior
high school mechanical drawing.
A north light is best and the tables should be so placed that the
light may come upon the board from in front and the left. If artificial
light must be used, employ the invert system.
Tables have much to commend them over the pedestal. They are easily
swept around and keep the room looking orderly.

On the left are drawers

for keeping the students' instruments. On the right is a drawer for keep
ing general equipment that is used by the boys in common. Below this drawer
is the Cabinet for holding the drawing boards. These boards are so locked
that only the board belonging to the boy with the key can be released. A
proposed estimate for individual equipment will be as follows:
Table Equipment

Quantity

Table
Stool, 30"
Boards, of size to fit cabinet
Sets instruments, German Silver
Scale
T-square, 24" Celluloid lined
45 degree triangle, 8" celluloid
30 degree triangle, 10" celluloid
French Curve
Bottle ink
Personal Equipment
Sheets of paper
Heavy m&nila envelope for drawings
Thumbtacks
Eraser
Pencil, hard, 4H
Pencil, soft H

1
1
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT
One roll blueprint paper (not to be purchased until ready to be used).
One blueprinting frame, 18" x 24."
One roll tracing cloth.
Blackboard triangles, straight-edge compass.
The school requires the student to furnish their own instruments,
as well as other supplies.

CHAPTER V
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
A.

Equipment.

The efficiency of the school shop depends on the

arrangement of the equipment.

The first consideration should be efficient

movement of work from machine to machine, where most of the operations are
machine operations.

The next consideration is safety.

in arrangement is the crowding of equipment.

A common mistake

It is always important to

allow space around machines to permit movement of pupil and teacher from
one part of the shop to another without passing close to one who is
operating the machine.

It is also important, where natural light is

usually depended on for illumination, to space machines so that ample
light falls on the place where a tool cuts into materials, and so that the
operation can see the work of the machine without interference.

Too often

machines are so located that the body of the operator casts a shadow on
the work point, or he has to face a window at an angle that makes it difficult
for him to see clearly the place where the tool contacts

the material.

It

is wise to give careful thought to the position of the machines and other
equipment with reference to each other and to the source of light falling
on the work point of the machines.

It is becoming common practice to place

most machines at an angle to side walls rather than parallel to them for
the sake of both safety and improved lighting.^"
-

Gordon 0. Wilber. Industrial Arts in General Education (Scranton:
International Textbook Company, 194-8),,pp. 303-305.
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U5
The determining factors in the selection of equipment suitable for
a comprehensive general shop are:
1.
2.
3.
4..

The
The
The
The

aims and content of the course of study
resources of the community
instructional areas represented in the shop
number of students taking the work at one time

Before a satisfactory equipment list can be made it is most important
that definite aims be set up in view of the community needs, as outlined bymodern educational philosophy.

While it is seldom possible to draw up a

complete course of study the last detail before the selection of equipment,
it is quite desirable to have the work well outlined before attempting to
select the actual tools and materials.
It is of little avail to set up equipment lists only to have them
turned down by the school board because they require too much money.

It

is essential that the persons drawing up such lists have in mind a close
estimate of the amount of money that the community is willing to spend for
installation.

In the end the best equipped shop is the one which has used

its available resources to buy equipment that will be of most value in
presenting Industrial Arts content suitable to the community needs.

In

a relatively small community it is good economy to select equipment in the
light of all possible classes that may be instructed, namely; the junior
high school, exploratory, senior high school, industrial arts courses.
Needless to say, the industrial arts teacher must at all times keep up
the faith in his work.

If the school board and community are lackadaisical

in the face of evident needs, it is part of his duty to build up a better
attitude.

As in other school branches, a tactful inculcation of ideas is

usually the best policy.
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Common practice is to use from four to six instructional divisions
in the organization of the equipment. The amount of equipment necessary
for a single division, will depend to a large degree upon the number of
the division.
The content of the course will be presented through projects,
demonstrations, experiments, class discussions, related reading, visual
aids, trips and tests."*"
B. Materials. It will not always be possible to give each
school or department all the supplies requested by it. If any in
considerate school employees were given all the supplies which they re
quested, a bond issue would be necessary; some school employees are
insatiable and some are selfish. The committees which were recommended
above for assisting in determining the kind and quality of supplies should
have much to say about the amount of supplies to be apportioned to each
pupil, teacher or school. If there are not enough supplies, the efficiency
of the school will suffer; if there are too many, waste will result.
The amount of supplies to be purchased at one time will depend
upon several factors, such as the amount of the budget available for
supplies, the amount of storage space available and the condition of the
supply market.

Generally speaking, since large orders secure cheaper

prices, sufficient supplies should be ordered for one school year. In
addition to effecting economics in prices, the practice of ordering a
sufficient amount for the entire school year saves the time of school
officials and employees in ordering, receiving, checking, delivering, and
—
Mays end Gasbert. School Shop Administration (Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
The Bruce Publishing Company), pp. 34-46.
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paying for the supplies. Usually, however, no more supplies than are
necessary for the school year should be ordered; even the cheaper price
which comes from quantity purchasing, and the prospect of rising prices
during ensuing months, should not tempt public officials to purchase more
than a year's supply. It is not good business to carry over a supply from
one school year to the next, and the best way by which this can be avoided
is by

maIcing an accurate estimate of supply needs for the school year.

Times to Purchase. Efficiently managed industrial concerns are
accustomed to study the supply market and to place the orders for their
supplies during the seasons when prices are the lowest. School systems
would save much money on their supplies by following the example of in
dustries. Since coal, which is the largest supply item used by the schools,
is usually from five to fifteen percent cheaper during the months from April
to September, the orders for it should be placed during those months rather
than during the fall and winter months; the extent of demand at a given time
for an article largely determines the price asked for the article.

H. F. Clark

has pointed out that educational supplies - that is, such items as pensmanship
paper, drawing paper, crayons, and ink - are cheapest during April and
May. The same practice which has been recommended for fuel and educational
supplies should be followed with other supplies. R. B. Taylor recommends
that school systems adopts a time schedule such as the following to guide
them in the purchasing of their supplies, the particular dates to be adapted,
of course, to the needs of the local situation:
January 1 -

Start preparation of annual requisition for supplies .

January 20 - Submit annual requisition estimate to principal for
correction or approval.
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February 5

-

Annual requisition to be returned to the assistant
superintendent in charge of business affairs.

February 5 to March 15

- Preparation of bid forms.

March 15 - Bid forms mailed to bidders.
April 15 - Bids must be submitted by this date.
April 15 to May 15 - Tabulation of bids and examinations of samples.
May 15 June 1

Recommendations to purchase submitted to board of
education.
-

All purchase orders to be mailed before this date.

All bids shall be clearly and distinctly written, without any erasure or
interlineations, and the total amount of bid on each article must be carried
out.

If any bid shall have any erasure or interlineation, it will not be

received or considered.^"

1

Wafd G* Reeder> The Fundamentals of Public School Administration
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1951), pp. 381-384.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
This proposed program of Industrial Arts attempts to present on a
somewhat smaller scale, experiences as they actually exist within the
walls of industry.

It provides a basis of understanding, and knowledge

of the composition of materials, and manufacturing processes used through
out the world and practices in working with simple machines and the most
common tools and materials.
It is believed by the writer that a proposed program of industrial
arts will help the pupil learn through experimentation and constructive
activities.
The writer believes a proposed program of industrial arts will con
tribute directly on some areas of life adjustments.

They are as follows:

1. To assist in better choice and use of industrial products
and services.
work.

2.

To gain sympathetic attitudes toward other work and their

3. To appreciate economic production by first hand experiences
with industrial arts methods.
4. To try out individual interest, inclinations and abilities for
industrial pursuits through typical experiences.
5. io make reliable studies of the conditions, demands and opportunities
in related occupations.
6. To offer greater opportunities for commercial experiences through
outside productive plants.
Not only are these objectives part of life's adjustment, but they are
achieved through handwork which affords an opportunity for the non-academic
learner, as well as adding spice and zest to the bookish student.
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Therefore, the writer believes that a proposed program in the Dunbar
High School will develop in its citizens and students the ideas, attitudes,
habits, appreciations, skills and understanding which are essential to the
improvement of our culture.
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The present floor plan of the Industrial Arts Department in Dunbar High School
Mineral Wells, Texas
APPENDIX A

1.Drill press
2.Jointer
3.Band saw
4.Wood lathe
5.Work bench
6.Work Bench
7.Electric plane
8.Circular saw
9.iAiork bench with
vise
10.Tool locker
11.Material rack
12.Sink
13.Cabinets

Scale;1/4" = 1'- 0"
Figure 1
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The proposed floor plan of the Industrial Arts Department in Dunbar High School
Mineral Wells, Texas
APPENDIX B
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Figure 1

1.Chimney
2.Cabinet
3.Drawing Tables
4.Chalkboard
5 . I n s t r u c t o r s Desk
6.Library
7.Storage
8 . S t o r a g e Room
9.Finishing
1 0 . P r o j e c t Bins
11.Lathe
12.Brake
13.Foot Shears
14.Buffer
15.Lathe
16.Tool Panel
1 7 . D r i l l Press
18.Grinder
19.Bench
2 0 . S l i p Roll
21.Foundry
22.Forge
23.Anvil
24.Furnace
25.Metal Shaper
26.Benches
2 7 . S t e e l Tables
2 6 . S o l d e r i n g mid Welding
29.Fountain
30.Welding Tanks
31.Wood Lathe
32.Sander
3 3 . S c r o l l Saws
34.Band Saw
35.Jointer
36.Planer
37.Wash Sink
3 8 . C i r c u l a r Saw
39.Glue Table
40.Bench
41.Shaper
42.Tool Panel
43.Wood Rack

